ABSTRACT. Many clinicians expect that a history of penile-vaginal penetration will be associated with examination findings of penetrating trauma. A retrospective case review of 36 pregnant adolescent girls who presented for sexual abuse evaluations was performed to determine the presence or absence of genital findings that indicate penetrating trauma. Historical information and photograph documentation were reviewed. Only 2 of the 36 subjects had definitive findings of penetration. This study may be helpful in assisting clinicians and juries to understand that vaginal penetration generally does not result in observable evidence of healed injury to perihymenal tissues. Pediatrics 2004;113:67–69. URL: http://www.pediatrics.org/cgi/content/full/113/1/e67; child sexual abuse, genital anatomy, pregnancy, adolescent.

A review of the medical literature over the past 15 years regarding genital findings in female children and adolescents evaluated for sexual abuse reveals a number of trends: identification and recognition of congenital anatomic variants has increased; identification and recognition of acute and healed findings of penetrating trauma to the hymen and vagina has decreased; and the emphasis on recoverable evidence in cases of child sexual abuse has waned. For example, in an earlier study of sexually active adolescents, 74% had complete clefts in the posterior half of the hymen, a finding attributed to penile-vaginal penetration. However, a more recent study of 2844 children and adolescents receiving medical examinations for sexual abuse indicated that 96% of the subjects had normal or nonspecific examination findings. Similarly, findings that formerly were attributed to penetrating trauma (eg, partial clefts in the posterior half of the hymen) have now been documented in girls selected and screened for nonabuse. These recent research findings have created questions and controversies not only concerning the interpretation of medical findings but also the potential for misperceptions to occur when presenting a case of child sexual abuse in court. Individuals without medical knowledge and physicians without expertise expect physical evidence to support a history of penile-vaginal penetration and believe that a doctor can determine from a vaginal examination whether a woman—or a child—is a virgin. Although some researchers have suggested that “It's normal to be normal,” normal or nonspecific findings on examination can be misinterpreted as meaning “nothing happened.”

METHODS

The purpose of this study was to summarize the medical history and genital examination findings in 36 adolescents who were pregnant at the time of, or shortly before, their sexual abuse examination. The medical history and photocolposcopic slides were reviewed; patient age, history of consensual sexual contact, gestational age of the fetus, and written documentation of the examination findings were analyzed. All the authors reviewed all the images jointly and were blinded to medical history other than pregnancy status; reviewers indicated their interpretation as “non-specific,” “suggestive evidence of penetrative genital trauma,” or “definitive evidence of penetrative genital trauma.” Nonspecific examination findings included variations of normal anatomy and hymenal configurations, notches or irregularities in the hymenal rim that extended to less than half of the width of the hymenal rim, and apparently enlarged hymenal openings surrounded by normal hymenal rims. Suggestive evidence of penetrative genital trauma included deep notches in the posterior half of the hymen that extended almost to the base of the hymen and clearly visible scars. Definitive evidence of penetrative genital trauma included clefts in the posterior half of the hymen that extended through to the base of the hymen. These interpretations were based on an evidence-based classification system. If the written documentation of the findings was not discernible in the photographs or there was a lack of consensus among reviewers, those cases were interpreted as “inconclusive.”

RESULTS

The average age of the subjects was 15.1 years (range: 12.3–17.8 years). Pregnancy was confirmed during the clinic visit, before the visit by another clinician, or subsequent to the visit by a qualitative β human chorionic gonadotropin urine or serum sample or pelvic ultrasound. One adolescent was pregnant with her second infant (the first was also the product of a rape and was delivered by caesarian section), 1 had a miscarriage and dilatation and curettage procedure 2 weeks before her examination, and 1 had an abortion 2 months before her examination. All 3 of these adolescents had normal examinations. One 13-year-old adolescent, ~6 months pregnant, received the first confirmation that she was pregnant during the sexual assault examination. Fig 1 shows a normal examination in the 13.8-year-old adolescent who is 8 weeks pregnant with her second child. Overall, 22 (64%) had normal or nonspecific examination findings, 8 (22%) had inconclusive findings, 4 (8%) had suggestive findings, and 2 (6%) had
Pregnancies were a result of sexual abuse, 41% (28% were 9 to 18 weeks pregnant, and 19% were prenatal ultrasound, 39% were by date of the last menstrual period or by contact. By date of the most recent sexual contact. Overall, the average time between the most recent sexual contact and the examination was 3.1 month for the normal group, 2.9 months for the inconclusive group, 1.75 months for the suggestive group, and 1 month for the definitive group.

DISCUSSION

Despite definitive evidence of sexual contact (pregnancy), only 2 of 36 adolescents had genital changes that were diagnostic of penetrating trauma. Possible explanations for the lack of genital findings include: penetration does not result in visible tissue damage, or acute injuries occur but heal completely. A significant portion of the adolescents in this study was pregnant as a result of their sexual assault. Although this study population is not random, pregnancy is one possible consequence of abuse that should be assessed carefully when an adolescent presents for a sexual abuse evaluation. Conversely, a pregnant adolescent should also be questioned carefully regarding the possibility of sexual abuse.

The limitation of this study is that the authors were not blinded to the pregnancy status of the patients, such that the assessment of the photographs may have been biased by this knowledge. Authors were blinded to all other information including age of subject, parity, whether abortion or miscarriage occurred, and whether pregnancy was a result of abuse.

When a child or adolescent presents with a history of sexual abuse, there are limited ways, apart from the child’s history, to prove that sexual contact occurred: examination findings of penetrating genital trauma; recovery of assailant’s semen or sperm from the victim’s body; confirmation of a sexually transmitted disease in the victim; videotape of the sexual act in progress; and perpetrator confession. Examination findings of penetrating genital trauma can also be attributed to rare accidental trauma or surgery. Pregnancy, however, confirms sexual contact, and blood or tissue from the fetus or infant can determine the father, who may also be the sexual offender. Examination findings in children and adolescents presenting with sexual abuse histories are normal up to 96% of the time.4 In 1 study, the assailant’s semen or sperm was recovered in 13% of the cases.6 In a study of children and adolescents presenting for sexual abuse evaluations, 3.2% of the prepubertal girls and 14.6% of the adolescent girls had at least 1 sexually transmitted disease;14 what is not clear in this study is the proportion of adolescents evaluated for sexual abuse that were also sexually active. For this latter group, the identification of a sexually transmitted disease cannot be considered specific to the sexually abusive contact. Recovery of videotaped or photographic evidence of sexual contact is rare. Finally, perpetrator confession is also uncommon, evidenced by the large numbers of sexual abuse cases that are processed in the courts. Therefore, most investigations and prosecutions of child and adolescent sexual abuse depend primarily on the child victim’s history.

At trial, the presentation and interpretation of medical findings can be problematic. When a child gives a history of vaginal penetration people generally expect physical evidence of penetration. More than half of adult women engaging in their first episode of consensual coitus expect bleeding, pain, or both, and bleeding is attributed to “tearing of the hymen.”15 In this study, 56% of women did experience bleeding with their first coitus, but none were examined subsequent to the experience.15 In a study of abused adolescent females,10 bleeding was reported by 33% (43 of 130), but examination findings that confirmed penetration occurred in 46% (20 of 43) of this group. In this 1994 study, findings that were interpreted as clear evidence of penetrating injury included hymenal transections or lacerations, lacera-
ation of the posterior fourchette, scar of the posterior fourchette associated with loss of hymenal tissue between the 5 and 7 o’clock position, and areas with an absence of hymenal tissue in the posterior half of the rim. Notably, 2 of these findings, lacerations and scars of the posterior fourchette, were moved from the definitive to the concerning category in the 2001 version of this classification system. The changes made in 2001 could reduce the number of examinations that were thought to confirm penetration in the 1994 study. Similarly, in this study, a number of the inconclusive examinations were conducted at an earlier time when shallow notches may have been misinterpreted and documented as clefts. However, without further photodocumentation, it was difficult to further determine the reasons for discrepancy between written and photographic documentation.

Some professionals, investigators, and lay people may reason that a child who reports vaginal penetration and pain is more likely than a larger adult to have physical evidence of the reported event. A lack of physical findings or other evidence lead some to conclude that the child’s history is not accurate. Medical, legal, and social professionals as well as lay jurors need to understand that, in most cases of child sexual abuse, there will be few if any clinical findings that are diagnostic of penetrating trauma. Once professionals understand that a lack of diagnostic clinical findings is expected, they can focus appropriate attention on the importance of the child’s history. This study may assist clinicians in understanding clinical evidence of sexual abuse and clarify that, even in the face of clear genital contact, ie, pregnancy, the examination may be nonspecific or “normal.”
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